
RECENT RESULTS IN STURMIAN WORDS1JEAN BERSTELLITP, IBP, Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie, 4, place JussieuF-75252 Paris Cedex 05, Francee-mail: Jean.Berstel@litp.ibp.frABSTRACTIn this survey paper, we present some recent results concerning �nite and in�nite Stur-mian words. We emphasize on the di�erent de�nitions of Sturmian words, and varioussubclasses, and give the ways to construct them related to continued fraction expan-sion. Next, we give properties of special �nite Sturmian words, called standard words.Among these, a decomposition into palindromes, a relation with the periodicity theo-rem of Fine and Wilf, and the fact that all these words are Lyndon words. Finally, wedescribe the structure of Sturmian morphisms (i.e. morphisms that preserve Sturmianwords) which is now rather well understood.1 IntroductionCombinatorial properties of �nite and in�nite words are of increasing importance invarious �elds of physics, biology, mathematics and computer science. In�nite wordsgenerated by various devices have been considered [9]. We are interested here in a spe-cial family of in�nite words, namely Sturmian words. Sturmian words represent thesimplest family of quasi-crystals (see e.g. [3]). They have numerous other properties,related to continued fraction expansion (see e.g. [5, 8]). There are numerous relationswith other applications, such as pattern recognition. Early results are reported in[25, 23].In this survey paper, we start with the basic de�nitions of �nite and in�niteSturmian words , for characteristic words and Christo�el words, and describe theirrelation with continued fraction expansion.Next, we give a description of all Sturmian morphisms, and a characterization interms of automorphisms of a free group.Finally, we give various properties and characterizations of standard words. Theseare inductively de�ned, and are in fact special pre�xes of characteristic words.An in�nite word is here a mappingx : N+ ! Awhere N+ = f1; 2; � � �g is the set of positive integers and A is an alphabet. In thesequel, we consider binary words, that is words over a two letter alphabet A = fa; bg.A! is the set of in�nite words over A and A1 = A� [A!.1Invited paper to DLT'95. Proceedings to be published by World Scienti�c.1



Let f : A� ! A� be a morphism. Assume that, for some letter a, the word f(a)starts with a. Then fn+1(a) starts with fn(a) for all n. If the set ffn(a) j n � 0g isin�nite, then there exists a unique in�nite word x such that every fn(a) is a pre�x of x.The word x is said to be generated by iterating f . For general results, see [19, 10]. Anin�nite word x is morphic if it is generated by iterating a morphism. Any morphismthat generates x is a generator.2 In�nite Sturmian wordsIn this section, we give three equivalent de�nitions of Sturmian words, �rst as ape-riodic words of minimal complexity, next as words with good distributions of letters(socalled balanced word), �nally as discretized straight lines.The complexity function of an in�nite word x is the function Px where Px(n) isthe number of factors of length n of x. It is well-known (e. g. [6]) that x is ultimatelyperiodic as soon as Px(n) � n for some n � 0. Thus, any aperiodic words x has acomplexity function that satis�es Px(n) � n + 1 for all integers. This leads to the�rst de�nition of Sturmian words as those with minimal complexity:A word x is Sturmian if Px(n) = n + 1 for all n. Note that by de�nition, aSturmian word is over two letters (because Px(1) = 2). This restriction can beovercome simply by requiring that the equality Px(n) = n + 1 holds only for greatenough n (see e. g. [7]).Since Sturmian words are aperiodic, the distribution of letters must be somehowirregular. This is described by the next characterization. For any �nite or in�niteword w 2 A1, let Sub(w) denotes the set of �nite factors of w. Next, de�ne thebalance of a pair u and v of words of same length as the number�(u; v) = ���juja � jvja��� = ���jujb � jvjb���(Here jwja is the number of a's in w.) A word w 2 A1 is balanced if �(u; v) � 1 forany u; v 2 Sub(w) with juj = jvj. Thus, in a balanced word over two letters, say aand b, occurrences of letters are regularly distributed. In particular, the number ofb's between two consecutive a's can take only two values.Sturmian words are intimately related to straight lines in the plane. This char-acterization was called the \mechanical" by Morse and Hedlund in [14]. Let �; � bereal numbers with 0 � � < 1. Consider the in�nite wordss�;� = a1 � � � an � � � ; s0�;� = b1 � � � bn � � � (1)de�ned by an = � a if b�(n + 1) + �c = b�n + �cb otherwise (2)and bn = � a if d�(n+ 1) + �e = d�n+ �eb otherwise (3)2



Both words are discretized straight lines. Consider indeed the straight line y =�x + �. Then there are two sets of integral point associated with it: the pointsLn = (n; b�n + �c) and Un = (n; d�n + �e). The encoding of the line is by writingan a whenever the segment [Ln; Ln+1] (or [Un; Un+1]) is horizontal, and a b otherwise.Observe that, even if � > 1, the expression b�(n+ 1) + �c � b�n + �c can take onlytwo values. If � < 1, these are 0 or 1. For � > 1, one encounters two formulations:some authors take the function b�(n+ 1) + �c � b�n+ �c � b�c, with values 0 or 1,others consider words over the alphaber fk; k + 1g, where k and k + 1 are the twovalues of the function.Reverting to the case 0 < � < 1, observe also that the two in�nite words s�;� ands0�;� are equal except in the case where �n+ � is an integer for some n. If this holds,then an�1an = ba and bn�1bn = ab. This happens for n = 0 in the important specialcase where � = 0. However, this is ruled out by our convention (and this is in factthe reason of this convention) that indices start at 1.The present de�nition as discretized lines shows that, by changing the startingpoint (i. e. by replacing � by some �+m�), one gets the same kind of in�nite words.For this reason, a variation of the de�nition is to consider twosided in�nite words.This theory has been developed carefully by Coven and Hedlund [6].The following theorem states that the three basic de�nitions of Sturmian wordsare indeed equivalent.Theorem 2.1 [6, 14] Let x be an in�nite binary word. The following conditions areequivalent:(i) x is Sturmian;(ii) x is balanced and not ultimately periodic;(iii) there exist an irrational number � (0 < � < 1) and a real � such thatx = s�;� or x = s0�;�.Several proofs of this result exist. It was proved �rst by Hedlund and Morse in1940; another proof is by Coven and Hedlund. These are of combinatorial nature,another, based on geometric considerations, is due to Lunnon and Pleasants [15].Many proofs of partial results have appeared in the literature. Observe that thetheorem does not hold in this formulation for twosided in�nite words, since a!b! hascomplexity n+ 1 but is not balanced.A Sturmian word x is characteristic if x = s�;0 for some irrational � (0 < � < 1).We write then c� = s�;0. In this case, s�;0 = s0�;0. The number � is the slope of x,and x is characteristic for the number �. By de�nition, the slope is the limit of thequotients jujb=juj, where u ranges over the pre�xes of x, and jujb is the number of b'sin u.Sometimes, a variation of characteristic words are considered. Christo�el wordsare the words as and bs, where s is a characteristic word. In other terms, Christo�elwords are discretized straight lines, where the indices start at 0.The most famous characteristic word is the Fibonacci wordf = abaababaabaab � � �3



generated by the morphism a 7! abb 7! aIts slope is 1=�2, where � is the golden ratio. In view of the preceding theorem,it is clear that for any Sturmian word s, one of the words as or bs is Sturmian.Characteristic words are also described byProposition 2.2 A Sturmian word s is characteristic i� both as and bs are Sturmian.If s is characteristic, then as and bs are Christo�el words and bas and abs are Stur-mian. Characteristic words have also be called homogeneous spectra, and Sturmianwords inhomogeneous spectra.A popular equivalent formulation of the \mechanical" de�nition of Sturmian wordsis by rotation. Let � be irrational, 0 < � < 1. The rotation of angle � is the mappingR� : x 7! x+ � mod 1from R=Zinto itself. Iterating R�, one getsRn�(x) = fn�+ xgwhere fzg = z � bzc denotes the fractional part of z. Sinceb(n+ 1)� + xc = bn� + xc () Rn�(x) 2 [0; 1� �[the Sturmian word s�;� = a1 � � � an � � � is also de�ned byan = � a if Rn�(�) 2 [0; 1� �[b otherwiseFinally, there is a de�nition of Sturmian words by cutting sequences. This notion isexploited by C. Series [22] and Crisp et al. [8]. We consider here only the homogeneouscase. Consider the square grid consisting of all vertical and horizontal lines throughinteger points in the �rst quadrant. Consider a line y = �x, where � is any positiveirrational. Label the intersections of y = �x with the grid using a if the grid linecrossed is vertical, and b if it is horizontal. The sequence of labels, read from theorigin out, is the cutting sequence of y = �x and is denoted by S�. The followingproposition (see e. g. [8]) shows the relation of cutting sequences with characteristicwords.Proposition 2.3 Let 0 < � < 1 be irrational. Then c� = S�, where � = �=(1 � �).Cutting sequences are equivalent to billiard sequences: consider a billiard ballhitting the sides of a square billiard, the reection being without side-e�ect. Denotinga the hitting of a vertical side, and b the hitting of a horizontal side, one gets merelythe same as a cutting sequence, provided the initial angle of the direction of the ballis irrational. 4



3 Subwords of Sturmian wordsSubwords of in�nite words are important because of their relation to dynamical sys-tems. Recall that a symbolic dynamical system is a set of in�nite words that is bothclosed under the shift operator (the operator that removes the �rst letter) and topo-logically closed (for the usual topology, where two words are \close" if they share along common pre�x). It is known that two in�nite words x and y generate the samedynamical system i� Sub(x) = Sub(y).Proposition 3.1 The dynamical system of a Sturmian word is minimal.A system is minimal if it does not strictly contain another system. Minimalsystems have an interesting combinatorial characterization: they are exactly thosegenerated by uniformly recurrent words, i. e. in�nite words x such that, for anyn > 0, there exists an integer N > 0 with the property that any subword of x oflength N contains all subwords of x of length n.Concerning the sets of subwords in Sturmian words, the �rst observation is thatthey depend only on the slope:Proposition 3.2 Let s and t be Sturmian words.(1) If s and t have the same slope, then Sub(s) = Sub(t).(2) If s et t have distinct slopes, then Sub(s) \ Sub(t) is �nite.In particular, for any �, one has Sub(s�;�) = Sub(c�). Next, since in any Sturmianword s, there are exactly n+1 subwords of length n, there exists, for each n, exactlyone subword of length n that can by extended in two ways into a subword of lengthn + 1. More precisely, call a word w a special subword for s if wa;wb 2 Sub(s).Then there is exactly one special subword of length n for each n in a Sturmian word.Special words have been determined by F. Mignosi [16]:Proposition 3.3 The special subwords of a Sturmian word s�;� are exactly the re-versals of the pre�xes of the characteristic word c� = s�;0.4 Characteristic wordsCharacteristic words have numerous additional properties, mainly related to the con-tinued fraction expansion of their slope. They can also be generated systematically.The corresponding formulae are slightly di�erent if one considers characteristic orChristo�el words.Before describing these properties, we start with the description of the relationbetween characteristic words and the famous Beatty sequences (see e. g. [23]).A Beatty sequence is a set B = fbsnc j n � 1gfor some irrational s. Two Beatty sequences B and B 0 are complementary if B andB0 form a partition of N+ = f1; 2; : : :g. 5



Theorem 4.1 (Beatty) The sets fbsnc j n � 1g and fbs0nc j n � 1g are complemen-tary i� 1s + 1s0 = 1 :The relation between characteristic words and Beatty sequences is described by thefollowingProposition 4.2 Let � = 1=s, and c� = a1a2 � � � an � � �. Thenfbsnc j n � 1g = fk j ak = bg :Let E be the morphism that exchanges the letters a and b:E : a 7! bb 7! aThen it is easy to check that E(c�) = c1�� (4)Indeed, setting � = 1��, one has �n+�n = n for all n, whence b�nc+b�nc = n�1and (b�(n + 1)c � b�nc) + (b�(n + 1)c � b�nc) = 1. This constitutes a proof ofBeatty's theorem.We now turn to the relation between a characteristic word and the continuedfraction expansion of its slope. The basic observation is:Proposition 4.3 Let � = [0; 1+d1; d2; : : :] be the continued fraction of the irrational�, with 0 < � < 1. De�ne a sequence (sn)n��1 of words bys�1 = b; s0 = a; sn = sdnn�1sn�2; (n � 1) (5)Then every sn, for n � 1, is a pre�x of c� andc� = limn!1 sn :The sequence (dn)n�1 is the directive sequence of c�, and the sequence (sn)n��1 isthe standard sequence of c�.Example The directive sequence (dn) for the Fibonacci word is (1; 1; 1; : : :), since1=�2 = [0; 2; 1; 1; : : :], and the standard sequence is the sequence of �nite Fibonnaciwords.Example Since 1=� = [0; 1; 1; 1; : : :], the corresponding standard sequence is s1 = b,s2 = ba, s3 = bab,: : : . The sequence is obtained from the Fibonacci sequence byexchanging a's and b's, in concordance with equation (4).Example Consider � = (p3 � 1)=2 = [0; 2; 1; 2; 1; : : :]. The directive sequence is(1; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; : : :), and the standard sequence starts with s1 = ab, s2 = aba, s3 =abaabaab, : : : , whencec(p3�1)=2 = abaabaababaabaabaababaabaabaab � � �6



Consider, as in Proposition 2.3, the irrational � = �=(1��), and set � = [e0; e1; : : :].Then e0 = 0, and en = dn for n � 1, if d1 > 0, i.e. if � < 1=2, and en = dn+2 forn � 0 otherwise. De�net�2 = a; t�1 = b; tn = tenn�1tn�2 (n � 0)Then tn = sn or tn = sn+2, and c� = S� = lim tn. Because of the complete corre-spondence of the continued fraction for � and the construction of the sequence (tn),this second expression is sometimes preferred.A similar construction to that of Proposition 4.3 for characteristic words existsfor Christo�el words (see e. g. [4, 1]).Proposition 4.4 Let � = [0; 1+d1; d2; : : :] be the continued fraction of the irrational�, with 0 < � < 1. De�ne three sequences (un)n��1, (vn)n��1 and (wn)n��1 of wordsby u�1 = v�1 = w�1 = b; u0 = v0 = w0 = aand u2n = u2n�2(u2n�1)d2n n � 1u2n+1 = (u2n)d2n+1u2n�1 n � 0 ; v2n = (v2n�1)d2nv2n�2 n � 1v2n+1 = v2n�1(v2n)d2n+1 n � 0wn = wn�2(wn�1)dn n � 1Then ac� = limn!1 un; bc� = limn!1 vnabc� = limn!1 w2n bac� = limn!1 w2n+1 :These sequences of words are related altogether, and can be derived from a morebasic sequence called the palindrome sequence.Proposition 4.5 Let � = [0; 1+d1; d2; : : :] be the continued fraction of the irrational�, with 0 < � < 1. De�ne a sequence (�n)n��1 by ��1 = a�1, �0 = b�1 and�2n = �2n�2(ba�2n�1)d2n n � 1�2n+1 = (�2nba)d2n+1�2n�1 n � 0The words �n, for n � 1 are palindromes; moreover,s2n = �2nba;s2n+1 = �2n+1ab; un = a�nb;vn = b�na; w2n = ab�2n;w2n+1 = ba�2n+1:The palindromes appearing in these sequences have interesting properties, de-scribed below.All these words have the same length. More precisely, let � = [0; 1+ d1; d2; : : :] bethe continued fraction of the irrational �, and de�ne integers byq�1 = 1; q0 = 1; qn = dnqn�1 + qn�2; (n � 1) :7



Then of course jsnj = junj = jvnj = jwnj = 2 + j�nj = qnThere is a nice interpretation of c� in a number system associated to (qn), (seeT. C. Brown [5]). Any integer m � 0 can be written in the formm = zhqh + � � �+ z0q0; (0 � zi � di+1) (6)and the representation is unique (but we do not need this here) providedzi = di+1 =) zi�1 = 0 (i � 1)Proposition 4.6 (Brown) If m = zhqh + � � � + z0q0 as in eq. (6), then the pre�x ofc� of length m has the form szhh � � � sz00 :There is another relation between characteristic words and Christo�el words, re-lated to lexicographic order. Let x = a1a2 � � � and y = b1b2 � � � be two in�nite words.We write x < y when x is lexicographically less than y, i. e. when there is an integern � 1 such ak = bk for 1 � k < n and an = a, bn = b. First, we observe thatProposition 4.7 Let 0 � �; �0 < 1 and let 0 < � < 1, � be irrational. Thens�;� < s�;�0 () � < �0:Also, the two Christo�el words are extremes for Sturmian words of given slope.Proposition 4.8 Let 0 < � < 1 be irrational. For any 0 < � < 1, one hasac� < s�;� < bc�:It is quite natural to extend the notion of Lyndon word to in�nite words as follows:a word x is an in�nite Lyndon word i� it is lexicographically less than all its propersu�xes. Borel and Laubie have shown [4]:Proposition 4.9 Let 0 < � < 1 be irrational. The word ac� is lexicographicallysmaller than all its su�xes, i. e. is an in�nite Lyndon word, and bc� is lexicograph-ically greater than all of its su�xes.Characteristic words are not Lyndon words. In that case, Melan�con [18] hasproved:Theorem 4.10 Let 0 < � < 1 be irrational, and let (dn) be the directive sequenceand (sn) be the standard sequence of c�. Thenc� = `d20 `d41 � � � `d2n+2n � � �where the sequence `n = asd2n+1�12n s2n�1s02nis a strictly decreasing sequence of �nite Lyndon words, and s02n is just s2n withoutits last letter.Observe that, since s2n+1 = sd2n+12n s2n�1 = s2nsd2n+1�12n s2n�1, the Lyndon word `n isa conjugate of s2n+1. 8



5 Finite Sturmian wordsFinite Sturmian words are de�ned as �nite subwords of (in�nite) Sturmian words.The following shows that one of the characterizations of Sturmian words also holdsfor �nite words.Proposition 5.1 A word w is a �nite Sturmian word i� it is balanced.A careful analysis of the property of being balanced shows that a word w is notbalanced i� it admits one of the factorizationsw = xauayb~ubz; or w = xbubya~uazfor some word u. It follows that [13]:Theorem 5.2 (Dulucq, Gouyou-Beauchamps) The complement of the set of �niteSturmian words is context-free.This remarkable property however does not extend to unambiguity: the language isinherently ambiguous because its generating function is transcendental. Indeed, onehas the following:Theorem 5.3 The number of �nite Sturmian words of length n is1 + nXi=1 �(i)(n� i+ 1)where � is Euler's function.Several proofs of this result exist. See e. g. [16].6 Sturmian morphismsA morphism f : A� ! A� is a Sturmian morphism if f(x) is Sturmian for all Sturmianwords. The following are known for Sturmian morphisms.Theorem 6.1 [17] Every Sturmian morphism is a composition of the three mor-phisms E : a 7! bb 7! a D : a 7! abb 7! a G : a 7! bab 7! ain any order and number.Theorem 6.2 [2] A morphism f is Sturmian if f(x) is Sturmian for some �niteSturmian word x.Morphisms that map a characteristic word to a characteristic word are a subclass:9



Theorem 6.3 [8] Let c� and c� be characteristic words. If c� = f(c�), then themorphism f is a composition of E and D.We call a Sturmian morphism standard if it is a composition of E and D. Anexplicit description of standard Sturmian morphisms will be given below.There is an interesting relation between Sturmian morphisms and automorphismsof a free group that has been discovered by Wen and Wen [26]. Denote by F the freegroup generated by fa; bg and let, as usual Aut(F ) be the group of automorphismsof F . It is well known the Aut(F ) is generated, as a group, by the three morphismsE;G;D given above. Thus, any automorphism is generated by these morphisms ortheir inverses. Call an automorphism � 2 Aut(F ) a substitution if � (a) 2 A� and� (b) 2 A�. ThenTheorem 6.4 [26] Sturmian morphisms are exactly those automorphisms that aresubstitutions.7 Standard wordsConsider two function  and � from A� �A� into itself de�ned by(u; v) = (u; uv); �(u; v) = (vu; v)The family R of standard pairs is the smallest set of pairs of words such that(1) (a; b) 2 R;(2) R is closed under  and �.The components of standard pairs are called standard words. Their set is denoted S.Observe that the two components of a standard pair always end with di�erent letters.It is easily seen that the set S of standard words is exactly the set of all words snappearing in standard sequences. More precisely:Proposition 7.1 Let � = [0; 1+d1; d2; : : :] be the continued fraction of an irrational�, with 0 < � < 1, and let (sn)n��1 be its standard sequence. Then (s2n�1; s2n) and(s2n+1; s2n) are standard pairs for n � 0, andd2n+2(s2n+1; s2n) = (s2n+1; s2n+2) ; �d2n+1(s2n�1; s2n) = (s2n+1; s2n) :Standard pairs and standard words have numerous properties. First, the relationbetween Sturmian morphisms and standard pairs is the following ([12]):Proposition 7.2 Let f : A� ! A� be a morphism. The following are equivalent:(i) The morphism f is standard (i. e. is a product of E and D).(ii) The set (f(a); f(b)) or the set (f(b); f(a)) is a standard pair.(iii) The morphism f preserves standard words.(iv) The morphism f preserves characteristic words.10



A full description of general Sturmian morphisms has been obtained recently byS�e�ebold [21].It appears ([11]) that every standard word w is either a letter or of the formw = pxy, with p a palindrome word, and x, y distinct letters. More precisely, let Pbe the set of palindromes over the alphabet A. ThenS = A [ (P 2 \ Pfab; bag)The palindromes appearing here play a central role. Let � be this set. Then S =A [�fab; bag. The set � has the following properties:Theorem 7.3(1) The set � is the set of strictly bispecial factors of Sturmian words, i.e ofthose words w such that all four words in AwA are Sturmian.(2) The set � is the set of all words w having two periods p, q which are coprimeand such that jwj = p + q � 2.(3) Every word in a�b is a Lyndon word.The �rst two characterization are from [11]. The last property is due to Borel andLaubie [4].AcknowledgementsI thank Patrice S�e�ebold for helpful discussions during the symposium DLT'95. Thesegreatly improved the paper.References[1] P. Arnoux et G. Rauzy, Repr�esentation g�eom�etrique de suites de complexit�e 2n+1,Bull. Soc. Math. France 119 (1991), 199{215.[2] J. Berstel, P. S�e�ebold, A characterization of Sturmian morphisms, in: A. Borzys-kowski, S. Sokolowski (eds.)MFCS'93, Lect. Notes Comp. Sci. 711 1993, 281{290.[3] E. Bombieri, J. E. Taylor, Which distributions of matter di�ract? An initialinvestigation, J. Phys. 47 (1986), Colloque C3, 19{28.[4] J.-P. Borel, F. Laubie, Quelques mots sur la droite projective r�eelle, J. Th�eoriedes nombres de Bordeaux 5 (1993), 23{52.[5] T. C. Brown, Descriptions of the characteristic sequence of an irrational, Canad.Math. Bull. 36,1 (1993), 15{21.[6] E. Coven and G. Hedlund, Sequences with minimal block growth, Math. SystemsTheory 7 (1973), 138{153.[7] E. M. Coven et G. Hedlund, Sequences with minimal block growth II, Math.Systems Theory 8 (1973), 376{382. 11
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